




BRANDS AND COVID-19

 COVID-19 is, first & foremost, a global humanitarian challenge. Thousands of health professionals are heroically battling the virus, putting

their own life at risk . Governments & industry are working together to understand and address the challenge, support victims and their

families and communities , and search for treatment and a vaccine.

 Companies around the world need to act promptly, Considering all the unknowns surrounding the Corona Virus across continents, it is difficult

for companies to understand the impact that this outbreak may have on their business. Brands and corporate entities are seeking to protect

their employees, communicate effectively with their customers and mitigate negative outcomes that may harm public health or the business.

 This document is meant to help to help brands and leaders understand the COVID-19 situation and how it may unfold, and take steps to

protect their employees, customers, supply chains and financial results.



CURFEW REGULATIONS

Two-week

overnight curfew from 7 PM – 6 AM (weekdays), full day 

(weekends),ending on April 8, 2020 (subject to renewal or expansion) 

Shops and retail stores,

including malls, ordered to close between 5 PM - 6 PM on weekdays, 

and are required to remain closed all day Friday and Saturday. 

Food manufacturers

allowed to continue operating at full capacity despite the curfew to 

ensure that demand for food commodities is met. 

Exemptions

from curfew to: supermarkets, bakeries, grocers, and pharmacies 

(except for those inside malls) 

Restaurants

and other food services ordered to close for table service. May only 

run delivery service from 6 AM - 7 PM.

Hospitals

and all medical facilities exempted from 

the curfew and will remain open. 

Cafes,

bars, casinos, and nightclubs ordered to close for the two-week 

period_ All gyms and sporting clubs also closed

Citizens

permitted to leave the house for emergency medical treatment but 

need to head straight to a treatment facility.



Journalists

and media professionals are allowed

to move freely during the curfew 

Petrol stations

may operate during curfew, including to receive deliveries_ Tankers 

delivering petroleum products are exempt from the ban on movement. 

Banking sector 

working hours: Employee working hours between 9 AM - 2 PM. 

Banks are open to the public 9:30 AM - 1:30 PM. 

EGX

trading day shortened: 10 AM - 1:30 PM. 

Price discovery will begin at 9:30 AM. 

The GoE

will also extend for 15 days its previous decision to cut down on the 

number of civil servants and employees at public sector companies 

and institutions. This extension will be applied as of April Pt, when the 

initial decision was set to expire. 

Sporting clubs

and facilities, youth centres, and gyms are closed.

All sports matches are suspended. 

Customs Authority

operational hours: 8 AM- 4:30 PM, prioritizing the release of food, 

medical supplies and other strategic products.

Running two shifts at airports

Penalties for breaking

the curfew: 4000 EGP fine and/or jail sentence. Repeat offenders to 

face both fines and jails. First-time offenders would only get fined. 





 It is advisable that companies are aware of public perception relative to

politics, consumer and social behavior that can assist in understanding the needs in the

market to adapt accordingly. Whilst the epidemic continues to create stress on

governments, destabilizing economies, and testing public health measures, people are

looking onto companies to detect their calls of action to protect the safety of communities

even if this impacts their profitability.

 Whilst companies are battling to deal with the repercussions of the outbreak on their

businesses, they are preparing themselves for the worst: total shutdown of their

businesses. The significance of interconnectivity within the globalized era

that companies operate in- relying on the movement of people and goods, international

events, global supply chain and more- has now disrupted business activities severely.

 The reality of the matter is- the way in which businesses will manage their communications

now will determine how the public will perceive their values for

decades to come. With this crisis in fast progress, in an unknown environment, it is

worthwhile to understand the importance of navigating through management of reputation

within the sphere of influence of stakeholders in internal and external business dealings for

corporate leadership
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ESTABLISH THE DECISION-MAKING COMMITTEE: TOP MANAGMENT

All leaders require constant updates surrounding the market movements, stock market fluctuations, and investor

relations. It is therefore crucial to confer with the front line warriors of this battle on a daily basis (at least) to ensure

business operations are running smoothly, and leadership intervention is available.

A crisis playbook is essential here on business operational level as well as external stakeholder management. How

will departments discover if there is a contaminated staff? What will they do when the virus is detected in the building?

Who will communicate with the media and what will the company say.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION: HEALTH & SAFETY OF EMPLOYEES

Considering the implications of the outbreak, a company’s sensitivity towards its employees should be their first priority. Assuring

employees that the business cares about their health and safety, and takes the necessary measures to protect them from

contamination is imperative to the values that the company will embrace to the public. Whether that means cutting down on the on-

ground workforce, compensating employees for less working hours, and even adopting working remotely from home.

With these decisions, it is important to reassure the employees why management made these decisions and what it means for the

near future to keep them aligned and anxiety-free. Avoid communicating this to the public through press release announcements.

Instead, communicate these decisions on social media platforms and on the corporate website.

ABSTAIN FROM OPPORTUNISM: CARE FOR THE COMMUNITY FIRST

The worst thing a company can do for its reputation is being seen as selfish and opportunistic. This is a global epidemic, and the

country that the businesses operate in needs the support and awareness of the private sector rather than companies finding an

opportunity to benefit from the crisis. Avoid any communication that suggests this behavior, as it will most likely fire back at the

company and promote poor warmth from the company to the stakeholders.

Caring for the community on the same level that the business operates in, is the most effective way. If it is a hotel, can you offer

bed space to those in need? If the business is a factory, can you use machinery to manufacture missing equipment in the public

healthcare system? The social responsibility carried forth in the upcoming months will demonstrate the real values you stand for,

and the leadership in times of crisis shows strength



EGYPT CASE STUDY: THE CRISIS MOOD

The situation in Egypt has escalated relatively quickly, after the closure of schools and universities, the government announced a lockdown and

travel ban, and only a week later a curfew was enacted across the nation within the Emergency law. These measures have been consistent with

the growth rate of the infected population in the country, as the nation battles the outbreak with closures of public transportation, and any

entertainment and leisure.

 How can businesses help the community in Egypt?

As firms struggle to get in touch with the individuals within ministries and government bodies, NGOs and government hospitals have enacted

action plans to assist the Ministry of Health for real impact. This includes medical equipment and supplies that are lacking within the public health

authority, and NGOs are working with suppliers to get the lowest costs and have targeted clinics in less economically developed governorates.

 The coming slides intended to share instructive examples and data that have supported the government and community to guide marketing

discussions, specially in how marketing can help , the ways it can’t, what your team can be mobilized to do in the coming months, how to

overcome production challenges and how to vaccinate your brand to emerge well on the other side.



According to the Egyptian 

government’s spokesperson, the 

most effective way to donate to the 

Egyptian Ministry of Health is through 

a dedicated bank account for "Tahia 

Misr Fund", which receives all 

contributions and donations and 

direct it to MoH which already 

have devised a plan they are 

following in order to battle this crisis.
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Misr Al-Khair Foundation announced the launch of زكاتك وقت االزمة campaign to
support quarantine and specialized hospitals in order to help them fulfill their role, 
and also to assist the Egyptian doctors and nurses in combating coronavirus by
providing them with the needed supplies.
They aim to distribute a medical supplies bag, which includes all sterilization tools
and materials to protect families in addition to a food necessities bag for 100,000
families across Egypt.
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Whilst companies are now concerned with digital challenges surrounding 

helping families, the actual impact of this is limited. We will turn the trend around 

to make it about real impact: through Tahya Misr and MEK donations. 
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L O C A L  C O M PA N I E S  C A M PA I G N I N G



 COVID-19 is, first and foremost, a global humanitarian challenge. Thousands of health professionals are heroically battling the virus,

putting their own lives at risk. Governments and industry are working together to understand and address the challenge, support victims

and their families and communities, and search for treatments and a vaccine.

 Companies around the world need to act promptly. The coming slides will show how local companies take steps to protect their

employees, customers, supply chains and financial results.





Telecom Companies: Etisalat, WE, Orange and Vodafone had Independent PR

Campaigns as they tried to respond to this crises without appearing

opportunistic and they were absolutely sure to assist the government and

community in this phase of the crises through different ways.

 WE decided to go virtual with social frame to increase people awareness

about the importance of staying home and to avoid social contact also, they

supported this campaign with another one offering free medical consultation

for 1 million patient in collaboration with El-Teby company.

 Etisalate joined #Tahdyelkheer challenge with food bank by supporting

10,000 families and support them to stay at home

 Media streaming offers was a great way to help people pass time at home.

Vodafone tried to help people pass time through collaborating with Shahid

and offering one month for free as well as their educational portal

 Orange tried to give people some comfort through STAY SAFE sign

initiative and to encourage people to stay at home.

.





Food and Beverage companies tried to vaccinate their companies to emerge

well during this phase through assisting the government and contributing to the

community, they tried to give comfort to people through creating discounts to the

masses, supporting in need families and donating for medical centers..

 TBS offering doctors & nurses a free coffee and 50% off on any other order

as they are risking their health everyday and a little appreciation can go a long

way

 Burger king donating 25% from their meals to medical centers in Egyptian

governorates.

 Cinnabon decided to go local through working collectively with the supplier

channels to make their products available to the customer door through

launching happiness truck to go to 5th settlement compounds to sell their

products also to encourage people to stay at home to prevent the spreading

of COVID-19.

 Domty decided to be generous by engaging in the #companies challenge by

supporting 1000 in need families to keep moral up by collaborating with Masr

El Khier

 PepsiCo engaging in #Tahdiel kheer challenge by supporting 15000 in need

families by collaborating with food bank to keep the supporting wheel on

between companies

 Nestle engaging in #Tahdielkheer challenge by supporting 10,000 in need

family by collaborating with food bank to support this families while staying at

home.





Real Estate companies contributed in this crises with different initiatives as each of them had a different role to help the government and community.

 Hassan Allam joined the social distance initiative to assist the government to maintain the social distance

 Iwan developments decided to help people to get through the crises through offering them healthy food to elderly people

 El-Attal holding decided to be generous  through joining #Tahdielkheer challenge in collaboration of food bank through supporting in need families financially to help 

them stay safe at home 

 Sodic, Hayde Park, Palm hills, Mountain view & Misr Italia  decided to go inside out by looking after their own people, employees and community as they sanitized 

their residents’ home and the whole compound to minimize the spread of the virus and to show some comfort to people





Vezeeta stayed in their lane to show some act of kindness to community 

through offering a free phone checkups in order to help people stay safe 

at home.

Jumia decided to show benefits not flexes through offering people health 

products on a discounted price.

Otlob decided to go generous through joining the #companies challenge 

by supporting 1000 in need families by collaborating with Misr El Kheir

foundation, they also decided to be helpful as they used their online 

delivery service to offer a free delivery on all orders to encourage people 

to stay at home to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and to stay safe.





Detergents companies created awareness in this crises through 

publishing messages about how to stay safe from COVID-19.

Lifebuoy decided to shift their media through focusing on a public 

message rather than focusing on their personal advantages and to 

set aside their differences and stand beside their competitors as all of 

us is tackling this together so they advised people that washing their 

hands continuously with any soup will help them to stay safe from 

COVID-19.

While Dettol decided to add clarity during this crises it was somehow 

opportunistic as they launched campaign using influencers 

encouraging people to stay safe and clean through using their 

products.





 City Center Almaza decided to know their role during this crises through 

announcing before the Ministers curfew decision to close the mall in 

certain hours to assist the government in facing COVID-19 and reduce 

spreading COVID-19.

 Carrefour Chain decided to go inside out through a highly sanitizing 

process every hour and took their precautions for the safety of 

employees and customers to prevent spreading of COVID-19.

Outlets tried also took necessary precautions to help government  

eliminate the spread of the virus through creating better convenience to 

consumers, employees and community of different age groups and 

segments. 

 Seoudi Market decided to show help to people through distributing 

gloves on their customers as they keen on their customers safety.

 Oscar Market decided to stay calm and diffuse the panic through 

making a specific hour for elderly shopping to keep them safe from 

COVID-19.





Banking sector took part in this initiative through marketing to people new needs in different ways, they also made announcements of their precautions relative to 

employees, customers and operational processes to protect their customers, employees and community.

 National Bank of Egypt took  the chairs out to the sidewalk to take precautions against the crowded  areas and maintain the social distance between customers.

 Altijariwafa bank has sterilize all the place as there was a positive case and took all the precautions against the employees and customers who dealt with the 

positive employee  

 CIB decided to be generous through taking a part in #Tahdielkheer initiative by supporting 10,000 in need family financially to help them to stay safe at home and 

help the government in eliminating the spread of the virus.

 Bank ABC joined the social distance initiative by separating their logo and encouraging people to maintain the social distance and assist the government in 

eliminating the spread of the virus

 Alex Bank decided to be generous through taking a part in #Tahdielkheer initiative through supporting 10,000 in need family financially to help them to stay safe.





Foundations and NGO’s do not have donation financial influence, they decided to help people and let people help others through massive social media campaign 

encouraging people to stay home on their digital platforms with the assistance of celebrities and influencers.

 Ahl Masr foundation made digital initiative #Khaleekfelbeet with celebrities and influencers to encourage and educate people with the importance of staying at 

home and maintain a social distance to help the government in eliminating the spread of the virus they used a social frame as well to let people use it and increase 

awareness to other people as well.

 Magdi Yaccoub heart foundation made a social frame to encourage people to stay at home as well as Prof. Magdi Yaccoub did a short copy on social media and 

TVC requesting and educating people about the importance of  staying at home  to eliminate the spread of the virus. 

 The Egyptian Food Bank decided to let people help others through the initiative of #Daam_el3mala_elyoumya_masolya encouraging people to support in need 

families to help them to stay at home. 





Some companies during this crisis tried to be a good corporate citizen 

by acting to the government and the public good through assisting the 

government in facing and eliminating the spread of COVID-19 and 

helping the environment as well.

 Egypt Career Summit decided to lighten the mood of people 

through hosting the career summit online and for free. 

 Dell decided to know their role in this crises as they were from the 

first companies to apply working from home for its employees to 

maintain the social distance and prevent the spread of the virus,

 Audible stories help decided to show some help for the mommies as 

there is no school, nursery or any other activities to entertain the kids by 

offering free stream to incredible collection for kids stories including titles 

with 6 languages.

 Clap for our careers another global initiative through this hard times 

asking everyone while being at home to stand in their balcony and clap to 

make sound appreciation for the careers for the doctors and everyone 

who tries to avoid the spread of COVID-19.

 As laughter is the best medicine Abla Fahita decided to go humorous 

through encouraging people to stay people in her special way.





 COVID-19 represents a humanitarian challenge that is unprecedented in recent times. Nations, economies, 

supply chains, workforces, relationships, sanity and spirits are being tested. Brands have the power to help 

- both the public and themselves - through this crisis.

 The coming slides intend to share examples for how global brands responds to COVID-19.



Governments are trying to contain the virus, mainly to slow down the outbreak through quarantine, self isolation, lockdown and close of public places. 

Some companies joined the social distance initiative by separating their logo to encourage people to avoid large gatherings and maintain a distance of 6 

feet from other people to reduce the speared of COVID-19 as well as reducing the chance of contact with those knowingly or unknowingly carrying the 

infection. 



Global companies took part in this crises through building a marketing bridge between the needs of the customers and what the brand offering as well through inorder
to help their community and government facing COVID-19.

 Coca-Cola  decided  to follow actions speaks louder as they choses to go offline in the Philippines and direct all advertising budget to support Covid-19 relief as this beats pure 
talk.

 Adidas, Nike and reebok decided to look after their people, help the government and community to eliminate the spread of the virus through closing their stores in select 
countries starting from 15th March to prevent the spread of COVID-19.



Global companies tried to make sure that their marketing is on the side of people, playing into their new needs and assuaging their anxieties through developing a 

new view of their customers new needs and attitude and at the same time to contribute to their workers and support them during this phase.

 Microsoft decided to help people through continuing to pay hourly workers even though the company had a reduced need for their presence

 Amazon decided to be generous as they pledged to donate $5 million in response to the COVID-19 outbreak 

 Facebook decided  to be generous by donating $20 million  to UNF, WHO and CDC to relief COVID-19 patients.



As different countries are at different stages of the curve and government execute different strategies, each territory has its unique features same goes for the global 

brands each one of them is executing different strategy to help the community and government through different ways .

 Walt Disney World Resort has announced closures through the end of March and said it will donate excess food to Second Harvest Food Bank during the closure to help 

local communities facing COVID-19

 Uber decided to be helpful through offering free meals and discounted Uber rides for more than 25,000 health care workers in certain regions of the U.S. who are 

helping respond to the COVID-19 outbreak. 

 Apple decided to be generous as they has doubled its donation to support efforts to battle the outbreak of the COVID-19 coronavirus.



Global brands know that the way brands deal with the crisis now may influence consumers in the future that’s why they are acting to the crises wisely as people are 

looking to trusted brands to provide them with safety and security in testing times.

 Novartis decided to  act responsibly and deliver real value through donating 130 million doses of hydroxychloroquine to support COVIDE-19

 Ford decided to be their for their customers through partnering with GE to donate 3M to build ventilators to face COVIDE-19 

 Gohnson’s decided  to build trust and affinity helps by  donating 5$ million to face COVIDE-19



Some global companies showed some act of kindness like Walt Disney through donating food to help local communities, also Uber gave discounted rides and free 

meals for health care workers to thank them for their efforts in healing COVID-19 patients as well as Apple decided to double donations to fight the spread of COVID-19.

 Gates with other charities decided to be their for their customers through donating 125 million$ towards COVID-19 patient treatment 

 Falcons group owner decided to deliver value through donating over than 5$ million to relief COVID-19 patients 

 LEGOLAND® Florida Resort will temporarily close its theme park and water park to deal with the impact  of the crises and prevent the spread of COVID-19




